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Creating the Context

● 10,000 B.C.E
○ Neolithic (Agricultural) Revolution

■ Ice Age ends

■ Temperatures warm

■ Crops become available, animals less so.
● Hunter-gatherers begin domesticating plants and 

animals

● Begin stationary early civilizations to guard and 

grow food. 

● Happened all over the world at different times.

○ This major change in human lifestyle is 

reflected in the art, sculpture and 

architecture. 



The Results of Settling Down: 

Civilizations

● Humans more responsible for their own 

survival, less dependency on animals.

● Higher populations

○ Less gender equality

● Inventions/technology: Example- wheel

● Job Specialization due to surplus and 

technology.

○ Freedom to pursue other skills

● Social classes 

● Sedentary life style

● More complex religions with assigned deities



The Question to Consider

How is the shift from 

paleolithic hunter-

gatherer societies 

reflected in the art, 

architecture and pottery 

of the neolithic age?



Let’s Start With Stonehenge

● How does this 

reflect the 

neolithic 

context 

through its 

function and 

form?



● Some stones not 

of local origin.

● Sacrificial area 

beyond. 

● Why?



The Earliest Advent of Architecture: 

Post and Lintel



Gobekli Tepe: Actually Older than 

Stonehenge



What function do all of these works have in common? 

Where were they found? 



What’s the big deal with burial art?

● Why would we 

start to see art 

associated with 

burials during the 

neolithic 

revolution? 



Working on WORKS of art

● We can see job specialization through the 

creation of these works. 
○ Tlatilco female figurine

■ Ceramic

■ Made without molds

■ Handcrafted, elaborate details (hairstyles) and 

paint, impressive with small size. 

■ Similar throughout generations, skills passed 

down?
● Primarily female

● Men usually only had one face and were more proponents of 

religion vs. religious deities. 





The jade cong 

shows social 

stratification, job 

specialization and 

complex religious 

ideologies.







The Consequences of a surplus

● Availability of workers to 

develop skills outside of 

hunting, gathering, 

farming. 

● Social status led to 

desire for material goods

● How does the Jade Cong 

demonstrate this?



How does the content connect to the 

start of agriculture?



Anthropomorphic: The Heyday of 

Humans

● Definition: 

Having human 

characteristics.
○ Why this shift 

away from 

zoomorphism 

during the 

Neolithic Age?



What About the Animals?

What happened to 

the way animals 

are shown in art? 

VIDEO Sneak Peek

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIxnTi4GmCo


Nuances of Neolithic Art

● Humans = greater role in their own 

survival, humans become focus in 

art vs. animals.

● Sedentary lifestyles = burial 

practices = grave markers 

● Animals used more for decoration 

vs. shamanism

● Architecture becomes large scale

● Farming technology transferred to 

art (pottery wheels, baskets) 

● Women less valued, appearing in 

art (Tlatilco exception)

● Job specialization = artisans and 

demand for luxury goods. 


